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What is a System?
• A system is a collection of entities which interact 
via relations to accomplish some pre-defined 
purpose or function
• A system consists of entities and internal 
relations (interfaces)
• A system interacts with its environment via 
external relations (interfaces)
• External relations may be implemented in the 
system or the environment










Knowledge Grows & We Have Our Limitations




















We Are All Specialists
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The act or process of forming, coordinating, or
blending two or more elements into a functioning
or unified whole. Much of this work is
accomplished at interfaces
System Integration - What Is It?
Xi Yi
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Integration Skills
• Domain specialists are trapped by the intensity of 
their focus on their domain
• A system engineer should approach his/her work 
from the perspective of a generalist
• Understand the domains as best you can and 
depend on domain people possessing proven 
knowledge
• Connect domain pairs that appear to be in conflict 
and follow the strings
• Use abstract system models that permit you to 
focus on what is important in any situation








An interface is a relationship between two entities in
a system or in two different systems. They are
related through the mutually agreed upon media
joining them.





















ALL SYSTEMS BUT ONE 
OBEY THE FUNDAMENTAL
RELATION
The System With a Null Environment
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The Fundamental Problems in Interface 
Work
ITEM X ITEM Y
There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
teams and architecture entities. There is a one- to-
two correspondence between interfaces and teams.
1 2
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The Fundamental Problems in Interface 
Work
ITEM X ITEM Y
We tend to look inwardly
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The Fundamental Problems in Interface 
Work
ITEM X ITEM Y
We are dependent on the worst interface on 
planet Earth in the development of interfaces.
HUMAN
COMMUNICATIONS!!
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DIAGONAL BLOCKS ARE OBJECTS



































BOB MUST TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOPING HIS INTERNAL 
INTERFACE,  WORK WITH ALICE AND DELL ON HIS EXTERNAL INTERFACE,
AND IGNORE HIS OUTERFACE EXCEPT FOR SECONDARY INTERFACE
EFFECTS (SOFTWARE EXTENDED INTERFACES  AND POSSIBLE SNEAK 
CIRCUIT EFFECTS)
Interface Responsibility
Is a Matter of Perspective
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The Benefits of Product Oriented 
Teaming
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1 All DD(X) internal interface T
2 Inter-segment T
3 Intra segment S
4 Inter-element, same segment S
5 Inter-element, different segment T
6 intra-element S
7 Inter-component, same element E
8 Inter-component, different element, same segment S
9 Inter-component, different element, different segment T
10 Intra-component C
11 Inter-item, same component C
12 Inter-item, different component, same element E
13 Inter-item, different component, different element, same segment S
14 Inter-item, different component, different element, different segment T
15 Intra-item I
16 Item external T
17 Component external T
18 Element external T
19 Segment external T
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Milstar
- LDR
- MDR (4.1 MBPS )
- AEHF










- Up to 274 MBPS











- Ka crossbanded to X
- Up to 8.2 MBPS
SATCOM
- Reachback and in Theater
- EHF (4.1 MBPS)
- Gapfiller Ka (8.2 MBPS)
- GBS (24 MBPS)
- UHF (Nx32 KBPS)
- Commercial Ku (QoL)
LOS/BLOS Radio
- L-Band, VHF, UHF, HF 
- 48 Channels
Data Links
- Aperture Supports 
Up to 8 CDL-N, Ku & X
links
- Baseline includes 









- Low signature apertures integrated into
Deckhouse 
- Designed for Legacy and Projected Future Navy 
Comms Infrastructure
- Supports Network Enabled Comms and 
transition of Legacy to Network Comms
- Automated Operation consistent with DD(X) 
reduced manning objectives
Satellite  S-Band 
Downlink to be 
added






EME = ELECTRONIC MODULAR ENCLOSURE
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Used in conjunction with spiral development approach for DD(X) 
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Concluding Message
• System engineering is a profession with a future
• It requires an interest in the broad rather than the 
deep
• While system engineers do many other things, 
working at the most troublesome boundaries is 
the greatest service that they offer and most fun 
work that they do
• Few are the systems with more complex most 
troublesome boundaries than naval ships
